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G LAC I 0 LOG I CA LOB S E R V A T ION SON M 0 R sA R J 0 K U L L
S.W. VATNAJOKULL

By J. D. IVES and CUCHLAINE A. M. KING

(University of Nottingham)

THEobservations, which form the basis of these articles, were made as part of the scientific field
programme of the Expedition to south-east Iceland, 1953, organized by the University of
Nottingham Exploration Society.

Part I: THE OGIVE BANDING
ABSTRACT.Morsarjokull is a small outlet glacier of Vatnajokull, Iceland. Two outlet streams from the ice cap

unite at the foot of a precipitous step and carry a well-developed medial moraine; the north-west glacier stream is
fed by a steep ice fall, the south-eastern one has been fed only by avalanches since 1938.

The movement of the glacier was measured and showed that the alternate dark and light ogives were one year's
movement apart. Their characteristics are described and tentative suggestions concerning their mode of origin are
proposed.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG.Morsarjokull ist ein k1einer Auslauf-Gletscher ("Outlets-Gletscher") des Vatnajokull,
Island. Zwei Abfluss-Strome von der Eiskappe laufen am Fuss ciner steil abfallenden Stufe zusammen und f6rdern
eine gut entwickelte Mittelmoriine; der Nordwestgletscherstrom erhiilt seine Zufuhr von einem steilen Gletscher-
bruch; der Strom vom SUd06ten ist seit 1938 nur durch Lawinen gespeist worden.

Der Bewegungsgang des Gletschers wurde gemessen, und es wurde gezeigt, dass die abwechselnden dunkeln
und hellen Ogiven eine Jahresbewegung auseinander waren. Ihre Merkmale werden beschrieben, und es werden
probende Vorschliige die Art ihres Drsprongs betrefIend erwogen.

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE GLACIER

Morsarjokull drains a small part of the south-western area of Vatnajokull. It is one of the
smallest outlet glaciers, being less than 5 km. in length and having an average width of 900 m.
The glacier is divided into two parts by a conspicuous medial moraine derived from the rock wall
exposed at its head. The two sections are supplied differently; the north-west stream derives most
of its ice via a thin, steep ice fall, that to the south-east is fed entirely by avalanches (Fig. 1, p. 416).

The average gradient of the glacier is 1 in II·5. A profile was surveyed using a surveying
aneroid and prismatic compass. The slope is fairly uniform, but a slight increase of gradient, with
the associated increase of seracs immediately upstream, probably reflects a subglacial valley step
(see Fig. 2, p. 425)'

The crevasses tend to run at right angles to the ogives as indicated on the map (Fig. 2). They
appear to be mainly longitudinal in type according to Nye's classification.! Their arrangement is
characteristic of his theoretical pattern which should result from compressive flow. This type of
flow, according to Nye, should occur in the ablation area or where the bed of the glacier is concave,
and be associated with curved surfaces of maximum shear stress within the ice, which dip up-
glacier. These may cause movement of ice along surfaces of rotation, thus carrying material up
from the bed of the glacier.

The arrangement of the crevasses indicates that, in the lower part of the glacier at least, it is
moving as one unit and not as two separate ice streams, as only one complete pattern of crevasses
is present.

The speed of flow was measured on the upper part of the glacier. As the valley walls were
very steep and inaccessible the theodolite was perforce placed on the medial moraine. This neces-
sitated the re-setting of the theodolite on line with reference to fixed points on the valley side.
Direct measurements by tape could then be made between the original and new position of each
peg. The peg positions are shown on Figs. 2 and 3 (p. 425).

Movement between 29 July and 14 August on the faster parts of the glacier was of the order
of 26 cm./day. Although the period of measurement was short some general conclusions can be
drawn as to the characteristics of glacier movement in this zone. The medial moraine moved least
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of all, the speed of flow increasing with increasing distance from the moraine (see Fig. 3)' This
indicates that at least in the upper part of Morsarjokull there are two separate ice streams.

II. OGIVES*

Ogives are conspicuous features on some of the outlet glaciers of south-west Vatnajokull and
Onefajokull. In the immediate vicinity of Morsarjokull, the large outlet glacier of Skeidararjokull
does not show any sign of this type of banding, while the ogives on Morsarjokull are very well
developed. To the south-east Skaftafellsjokull has poorly marked ogives, but on the neighbouring
Svinafellsjokull they are very well developed and appear as almost circular arcs. The distribution
of ogives reflects the variations in steepness of the glaciers concerned. It is on those with marked
ice falls and breaks in slope that the bands are best developed, a correlation which has frequently
been noted by other observers.

Ogives were noticed and described in 1842 by Forbes 2 on glaciers in Switzerland, particularly
on the Mer de Glace. He, also, was aware of the annual rhythm of the ogives and suggested that
they were due to alternating rapid flow in summer and slower flow in winter. This caused the
glacier to move in jerks. The wrinkles would form when the resistance of the ice beneath an ice fall
is overcome and results in "detrusion" of the ice particles, which move upwards and forwards to
initiate the bulges.

Collins in 1846 and Milward 3 in 1849 drew attention to the similarity between the movement
of a glacier and that of a mud slide. It was noticed that the bands in a mud slide were of different
consistency and they were compared with the observed alternation of porous and compact ice in
bands on the glacier. It was suggested that the porous ice of the dark band accumulated below the
ice fall in winter. While the broader band of compact ice was the result of winter frosts consolidat-
ing the saturated ice, reaching the base of the ice fall in summer. This theory also accounts for the
annual rhythm in the formation of ogives and their presence below ice falls.

More recent suggestions on the problem of ogives were made in 1947 by Fisher 4 as a result of
work done in Alaska. He describes two distinct features which he called "Forbes' bands" and
"Alaskan bands" respectively. The former type only form below an ice fall. He considered that
they could be explained by the filling of glacier-wide crevasses in the ice fall with clean snow.
These alternate with wider belts of dirty firn ice. "Alaskan bands," only found in the Arctic, get
closer together towards the snout of the glacier and always have a narrower dark band. They
represent, in Fisher's opinion, the annual stratification of the glacier, a sodden summer surface
alternating with the dry winter snow.

Chamberlin 5 in 1928, in pointing out the various methods of glader flow, suggested that dirt
bands indicate surfaces of shearing and that tension crevasses developed at right angles to these
shear surfaces.

Godwin,6 discussing Vareschi's work on pollen analysis on glaciers, considered the pollen
content of the ogives of the Great Aletsch Glacier. These showed that the dark band had a strong
concentration of summer, spring and autumn pollen, while the clean zone only contained winter
ice. This suggests that here the ogives represent the original firn layers more or less undisturbed.

Observations made during the excavation of the tunnel through the Mont Collon Glacier were
reported by Haefeli.7 He noted that the speed of flow equates to the distance apart of the ogives.
He pointed out the similarity between the formation of pressure waves and the formation of ogives
beneath an ice fall. He considered that new ogives form owing to the difference in speed of the
annual rhythm of the glacier. Wave crests form by the plastic upward spread of the ice when the
pressure reaches a maximum. In answer to this suggestion Fishers pointed out that the ice forming
the dark and light bands differed, the dark band being clear ice and the light band ice with air
bubbles. He found it hard to visualize a process whereby rhythmic compression could produce this
effect.

•• The nomenclature of these features is still in some confusion, and different authors use the terms Forbes' bands,
arched bands, ogives, etc. They will be termed "ogives" in this paper.
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During work on the Juneau Ice Field, Miller 9 has observed several glaciers with well-marked

ogives. He follows Lewis in considering that the bands are three-dimensional features related to
zones of shearing and overthrusting below ice falls. He accounts for the alternations of clear and
dirty ice by seasonal variations. In the East Twin Glacier, Alaska, clean ice moves over the seracs
in winter, while in summer the ice is made dirty by the addition of dust. The variation in volume

- ...- Direction of Crevasse!\ Measured
- --- Direction of Crevasses Estimated from field cbs.& photos_
.l. Estimated Position of 'Bulge on Median Moraine with Dates

.:.:-:~~Pro-glacial Moraine Dammed La ke
o Points on GlaCIer Profile

- Position of Poles for Obs on Glacier Flow

Fig. 2 (above). Map of Morsdrjijkull, Iceland. The
medial moraine, which divides the glacier imo
two parts, is shown. While ogives occur on both
parts of the glacier, they are shown only on the
south-east part. Their pattern was drawn from
field observations and photographs. The esti-
mated position of the bulge at various dates is
indicated. A profile of the south-east part of the
glacier is also shown

Fig. 3 (right). Movement of Morsdrjokull from 29
July to I4August; the crossprofile of the glacier
is shown

MOVEMENT OF MOR5ARJOKULL

•..•.6., ----~---
~_, _~_, __ C:_' _D~J\m------

moving over the seracs at different seasons is also significant. It may control the position, ampli-
tude and wave length of the bands beneath the ice fall, by affecting the thrusting process, which is
affected by variations in pressure. In other glaciers, however, it may take years for ice to pass
through the ice fall.

Miller also describes a glacier in Patagonia which is almost entirely fed by avalanches and which
shows banding of regenerated stratification type, due to alternating layers of dirtier summer
avalanche material and cleaner winter layers. This particular glacier showed few, if any, thrust
surfaces in the upper part. The bands dipped gently down-glacier at the base of the
lowest avalanche fan, but at the snout they dipped up-glacier at 72 to 86 degrees.
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An attempt may be made to summarize the factors necessary for the formation of ogives from
the brief discussion of the observations and theories of other authors. It seems to be agreed that
true ogives are related in some way to the annual rhythm of the glacier movement. They form most
conspicuously below ice falls where the gradient of the glacier eases off. It seems to be generally
thought that the ice varies in character between the dark and light bands. Most authorities claim
that there are two distinct types of bands which are formed by different processes and possess
different characteristics.

Morsarjokull is particularly interesting from the point of view of the development of ogives,
because the glacier is in two parts, on both of which they are equally well formed. The ice fall
which used to connect the south-east branch to the ice fields was severed between 1937 and 1938,
as shown on the photographs taken in both years by Ingolfur fsolfsson. For the last fourteen years
this part of the glacier has been fed only by avalanches. Ogives have, however, been formed since
then on both parts of the glacier. The bands are formed equally far up both sides of the glacier
and the same number are found on both parts. The conclusion is therefore reached that a con-
nected ice fall is not essential to the formation of the ogives.

The annual character of the bands on Morsarj6kull was confirmed in two ways. The move-
ment of the glacier averaged for the year was 103 m., which corresponds reasonably closely to
the average wave length of the ogives at their apices, which was 110 m. These measurements were
made between the seventh and eighth ogive from the head of the glacier. The photographs of the
glacier taken in 1937, 1938, 1948, 1952 and 1953 indicate that the number of bands upstream of a
recognizable point on the medial moraine increases by one for each year as closely as can be
estimated. From the top of Kristinartindur (1126 m.) 37 bands were counted on the glacier surface.
This gives some indication of the age of the glacier ice, assuming that one ogive forms each year.

The form of the ogives, which can be clearly seen only from above, gives information con-
cerning the flow of the glacier (see Fig. I). The gradual acceleration of the centre of both ice streams
is clearly indicated as the two sets of bands become more arcuate downstream. However, each set
remains symmetrical for some distance down the glacier, which indicates that the medial moraine
in this part must be moving slowly. This agrees with the flow measurements (Fig. 3) to suggest
that the glacier is flowing in two separate streams at this point. Further downstream the ogives
become more asymmetrical, showing that the medial moraine is moving more rapidly here. The
frictional drag of the valley side is clearly indicated. From the gradual change in shape of the bands
it must be assumed that the speed of flow of the medial moraine is gradually accelerated. The
distance between the apex of the band and the position where it reaches the medial moraine gradually
decreases down-glacier. This can only be explained by the assumption that the moraine is moving
faster than the centre of the south-east ice stream, near the lower part of the glader. The con-
clusion is reached that the flow of the ice here is as one continuous stream and not two units.

An explanation of this flow pattern may be given by considering the forces at the head of the
valley. The two steep ice streams provide pressure to induce glacier flow, but this force is lacking
below the rock wall in the centre. The faster moving ice has probably eroded the glacier bed and
formed a double subglacial valley. This in turn would cause drag to reduce the velocity of the
medial moraine. The double valley probably becomes one unit where the centre of the whole
glacier is moving most rapidly.

On the surface of the glacier the ogives become more distinct near the rock wall. In the lower
part, when viewed from above, the dark and light bands often appear of nearly equal width.
Towards the head of the glacier the dark ogives become much more distinct but narrower.

Most of the ogives did not affect the level of the surface of the glacier. The fifth from the top,
on the south-east part, was particularly clearly marked by a considerable concentration of dirt in
a zone 3'0 m. wide. In this instance the glacier surface gradient, at the site of the dirty band, was
considerably steeper than the neighbouring clean ice. The dirty ice of the band appeared to be
separated from the cleaner ice by discrete surfaces. Their dip varied from 30 degrees up-glacier
in the centre of the ogive to about 80 degrees up-glacier near the medial moraine. Here the out-
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crop of the band ran almost parallel to the moraine for about 100 m. The upper surface was
undulating in places with minor thrusts diverging, causing wedges of cleaner ice to penetrate
down between zones of dirty ice. Gravelly material, often 1'5 cm. in diameter, lay along these
surfaces. The dirt was spread uniformly through the dirty zone and was not merely a superficial
covering. The character of the ice changes somewhat abruptly from the relatively unconsolidated
avalanche debris above the first band to ice very similar to that of the rest of the glacier below the
first band. The surfaces of separation forming the ogives dip up-glacier throughout at angles
ranging from 30 degrees to 80 degrees. Blocks of stratified ice avalanched onto the glacier were
gradually distorted in shape down-glacier but remained recognizable to about the fifth ogive.

In considering possible methods of origin of the ogives it is necessary to postulate a process
which will account for their formation below both an ice fall and below avalanche fans. The
fact that the bands form from avalanche ice shows that they cannot be related to original strati-
fication in the firn zone, as the original structure is broken up by the avalanches. But they could
be related to a regenerated type of stratification of the avalanche material. The evidence suggests
that there is a more complicated structure on the unconnected part of Morsarj6kull than on the
unconnected glacier described by Miller in Patagonia, which shows regenerated seasonal strati-
fication bands.

The presence of the discrete surfaces at the top of the dirty band and in some cases also at its
base may suggest that overthrusting or:rotational slipping is an important process in the formation
of the ogives.lO. 11 Another fact which adds weight to this suggestion is the presence of a con-
siderable amount of debris including quite large blocks, often rounded (up to 0'5 m. diameter),
on the surface of the glacier below the first ogive. There is very little surface debris on the
avalanche ice above the first ogive. The only debris seen here consisted of widely scattered, well-
rounded pebbles and fine dust, which made the surface of the older avalanche ice appear dirty.
Ablation may, however, account for the exposure of the material below the first band.

Another factor is the rather abrupt change in the character of the ice near the highest ogive.
The subsequent change in the character of the ogives further downstream could be accounted
for by the plastic deformation as the bands move downstream. Ablation would expose lower and
lower layers at the surface as the glacier moves down.

It seems possible that the formation of ogives may be due to the uneven addition of weight at
the rock wall of the glacier during periods of greater and lesser avalanche activity. This might cause
the movement of ice, as clear cut overthrusts, along zones of maximum shear stress. The move-
ment could only take place in this way if the differential force were sufficient for clear-cut thrusts
to develop. At other times flow would probably be more even. A relatively large amount of cleaner
ice would probably be avalanched onto the glacier during winter and spring, while in summer and
autumn less ice and more dirt would fall onto the glacier. A similar variation in supply probably
affects the connected part of the glacier, so that a similar process could act under the ice fall and
avalanches on the north-west and south-east parts respectively. The resulting ogives would be very
similar on both parts of the glacier.

CONCLUSIONS

I. The upper part of the glacier is in two distinct streams, but it becomes one unit towards the
snout. This is shown by the flow measurements, the form of the ogives and the crevasse pattern.

2. The ogives, which are so conspicuous on this glacier, form equally well below the thin ice
fall and the avalanche fans.

3. The distance apart of the ogives was found to agree closely with the annual movement of
the glacier deduced from the flow measurements. This confirms the importance of annual processes
in the formation of the ogives.

4. The ogives, which are three-dimensional features, may be due to some form of rotational
movement on the evidence of the true dip of the dirty layers.
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THE GLACIERS, SNOW AND AVALANCHES OF
MOUNT EVEREST*

By ANDRE ROCH

(Eidgenossisches Institut fur Schnee- und Lawinenforschung, Weissfluhjoch, Davos)

A number of photographs illustrating this article will be found on pages 414-15

IN the spring of 1952 I was given the opportunity of taking part in the first Swiss attempt on Mt.
Everest from the south, organized by the Fondation Suisse pour Explorations Alpines. Raymond
Lambert and the Sherpa Tensing reached a height of 8600 m., but failed to attain the summit
because their oxygen apparatus did not give them enough of this vital gas. In the autumn of the
same year a new Swiss expedition followed up the first. Lambert, Tensing and E. Reiss reached
8200 m. and were defeated by the wind and cold. The summit was reached on 29 May 1953 by
E. Hillary and Tensing, both members of the British expedition led by Colonel John Hunt.

" Translated from the French by J. W. Glen.
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